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Previous accounts

Putting it all together

Emphatic Exclusives (EEs)

More data

The puzzle(s)

Exclusives normally rule out stronger alternatives

(1a) The food is just/only/simply ok. (<good, great>)
(1b) Your shoes are just/only/simply big. (<huge>)

Yet, some exclusives can have a strengthening effect

(2a) The food is just/simply/??only great. (> “great”)
(2b) Your shoes are just/simply/??only huge. (> “huge”)

1) How does strengthening
come about?

2) How is strengthening related
to extremeness?

3) How are emphatic
exclusives related to
canonical exclusives?

Morzycki 2012: EEs homophonous with regular ones

EEs compositionally boost the standard of a gradable adjective 
(≈ very) and encode a domain widening operator (≠ very) 

EE can access degrees beyond contextual salience, such as 
those denoted by Extreme Adjectives

EE =λA<e,dt>λx: θ(A)∈C+–C. ∃d[AC+(x)(d) ∧ d> θ(AC+)]

Non-at-issueness - Unlike very and regular exclusives,  EEs are 
degraded under negation, and cannot be challenged via denials. 

(3a)  The food wasn’t {#just great/ #simply great/very good}.
(3b)  A:The food is just/simply great.

B: #No! It’s great, but not that great. 
(3c). A: The food’s very good. B: No! It’s good, but not that good. 

(4a) The food isn’t just/simply good. It’s possibly great.
(4b). A: Food’s just/simply good. B: No! It’s good, and possibly great. 

Saturated degree slots - EEs can occur with comparatives and 
superlatives, suggesting they aren’t filling the same slot as degree 
morphemes.

(5a) This food is {just/simply} better/the best. 
(5b) This food is {*very/*extremely} better/the best. 

As for stackable degree modifiers, EEs always occupy a higher position, 
while very/extremely have to be adjacent to the adjective. 

(6a) This food is {just/simply/*very/*extremely} so good!
(6b) This food is so {*just/*simply/very/extremely} good!

DP-internal adjectives - When the adjective occurs in a DP, EEs occur 
externally, while degree modifiers always internally.

(7a) It was {just/simply} a great dinner / a {*just/??simply} great dinner 
(7b) It was {*very/*extremely} a good dinner /a(n) {very/extremely} good dinner. 

Non-adjectival predicates- EEs can strenghten any form located at the 
end of a strength scale, and not just gradable adjectives. 

(8a) I {just/simply/*very (much)} hate it.  Verb
(8b)  {Just/simply/*very} everybody likes us. Quantifier

In sum – EEs’ strengthening effect and connection to extremeness should be derived through a mechanisms other than degree modification!

Informally

The food is just/simply great.
Assertion: GREAT(food)
Metalinguistic Comment: No further 
qualification than great is required to 
accurately characterize the world. 

EEs express minimal sufficiency 
They signal that an expression at most as 
complex as the prejacent is a maximally 
accurate descriptor of reality

EEs are metalinguistic:
They convey information about the suitability 
of linguistic choices to describe the world, 
rather than the world per se.

Strengthening effect emerges from the 
interaction of scalar extremeness and 
minimal sufficiency. 

Metalinguistic alternatives

Every descriptive utterance underlies a tradeoff between accuracy and brevity (Krifka 2007)

State of the world: The food is of very high quality, and perhaps even qualifies as “great”

(9a) The food is great.
(9b) The food is really, really good.
(9c) The food is extremely good, though it’s maybe missing something for being considered great. 

Every utterance invokes metalinguistic alternatives differentially positioned with respect to the tradeoff
à They represent alternative ways of describing the same world (≠ alternative states of the world).

Minimal sufficiency 

(10) Just the thought of him sends shivers down my spine. (Coppock & Beaver 2013)

àNoting stronger than a thought is necessary to send shivers
àHigher ranked items still make the sentence true, but are not needed.

<thought, presence, touch>

+ Brief

+ Accurate

Core Ingredients

The broader picture

- Alternative set: for an expression ⍺, [[⍺]]ML = < φ, κ, ⍴ > where φ, κ, ⍴ are metalinguistic alternatives of ⍺
- Complexity ordering >COMP : ⍺ < φ iff |⍺| < |φ|, where |⍺| = number of words of which ⍺ is made
- Accuracy measure μ ACC : measure phrase returning the degree of descriptive accuracy of an expression

[[just/simply]] = λ⍺. ∀ φ[φ ∈ [[⍺]]ML & φ >COMP ⍺ ] μ ACC (φ) ≯ μ ACC (⍺)

àNo alternative that is more complex than ⍺ is more accurate than ⍺
àSomething as complex as ⍺ (and ⍺ is rather simple!) is sufficient to make a maximally accurate statement

Strengthening emerges as anti-hyperbolic emphasis
- Extreme predicates are the strongest (salient) choices available and subject to hyperbole (Morzycki 2012) 
- All salient ML alternatives are weaker than the asserted one
- If the most accurate alternative is also the strongest, then its use must be fully justified (≠ hyperbolic)

Prediction: prejacent must rank low in complexity (see low-scalarity requirement for exclusives, Grosz 2011)
?# The food is simply/just so tasty, fresh, well-presented and extremely healthy.

Advantages of the account:

- Captures cross-categorial nature of EEs

- Links EEs to other exclusives

- Expand inventory of operators working at 
the at-issue and metalinguistic level (e.g., 
comparatives, hedges, negation)

Open questions:

• How can accuracy be modeled? Precision, 
granularity, truthfulness?

• How does this use of just relate to other 
exclusives? (Wiegand 2017)
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